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Introduction
Welcome to Event Manager, the total solution for Event and Party Planning. With Event
manager, you can keep track of an event’s expenses, attendees, and seating arrangements
with ease.
Some of the features of the software are given below:
1.

Maintain your Guest List easily with Drag-and-Drop lists.

2.

Maintain your Event’s seating arrangements easily with Drag-and-Drop lists.

3.

Handle Venue reservations, rooms, commencement and conclusion dates and times.

4.

Easily add more tables or seats to tables. Supports up to 1000 (50 tables and 20
attendees per table) attendees for an Event. You can even add non-members (wives,
children etc) to the attendee list by using the “Guest Multiplier” facility.

5.

View your Event’s budget, item costs, and the amount to bill the Event’s Sponsor(s),
all in one list.

6.

Easily spot items which have gone over budget at a glance in colorized list.

7.

Easily spot items which you have under-billed at a glance in colorized list.

8.

Print Mailing Labels, Name Badges, Photo ID cards and Table Place Cards for your
Event.

9.

Print a detailed Invoice for your Event by sponsor. Caters for 1 main sponsor and
multiple minor sponsors.

10.

Complete on-line help allows you to learn the system quickly. Press <F1> or Right
Click <Help?> on any field for context sensitive help. In addition print out this manual
for your reference.

11.

View your events in a 12 month calendar, colour coded by cost. Drill down to monthly,
weekly and then to the event itself.

12.

Organize and record sporting results with control over time intervals, number of rows
and locations.

13.

Integration to MS Office with importing Events from excel, outputting browse windows
to excel, some reports to Excel.

14.

Billing module integrated to main application. Create customers from Attendees utility.
Feature to duplicate and archive companies/events.

Let Event Manager take care of your planning so you can concentrate on the important
things, like enjoying yourself at your Event!

If unregistered you are limited to 5 attendees and 5 Events. After registration you are limited
to the number of members, users and companies.

Print Setup

The first thing you would do is set up the printer details if you are printing over a network.
Choose a printer that is set for A4 sheet feeder as all the reports in the application are set for
this. In addition all reports are previewed before being sent to the printer. Go to Properties if
you need to change the number of copies etc. You can choose which pages to print on the
File Menu of the print preview. After choosing the page range click on the Print icon.
When printing reports you may want to print a particular page and not the whole report. You
can do this by going to File (after printing to screen) and choosing “Pages to print” and then
inputting the page range eg, 1-3, 3-3, 5-6 etc. Then click on the printer icon to output those
pages only.

This option is used to set the defaults used
throughout the Event Manager Application.

Uncheck this to turn off the splash screen
with the drum roll at the beginning.
Enter the default City
Choose the default area and postcode.

This is the maximum number of tables.
Cannot exceed 50.
Maximum number of seats per table is 20.
This tax description appears on invoices etc.
This tax percentage is used for calculations.

System Setup
This option is accessed through the Setup menu. The system setup includes all the details
that are global to the whole organization. It is important to get the details here correct as it
flows through out the entire system. Most of the fields are self-explanatory. The first screen
sets up the company details. Whatever you put in here will flow through to the Registration
form. It is a good idea to enter your details here first before you do anything else.

On the second <Tab> you will find the system date and the supervisor password. The first
time you use the system to change the password you need to type “roll” as current password
and then change the password and verify it by typing it in again. It is a good idea to change it
and allow access to the “System Menu” to only the user “SUPER’.

The second last <Tab> allows you to enter all registration information so that you may enter
information into the modules that you purchase. This screen also contains the registration
details. On the Registration form that will be faxed or e-mailed back to you will contain the
serial number. Any restrictions will be lifted once the product is registered. Please note that
the Serial number is based on the Company name (case sensitive), the number of
companies, the number of users and the number of members. A good rule of thumb is to
choose number of members as one and a half times what you currently have eg, if you have
50 members, choose 50 x 1.5 = 75, but the next option up is only 100.

No of Companies

Choose number of companies for licensing. Valid choices are
1,10,20,100 and unlimited.
No of Users
Choose number of Users. The number of users, number of members
and the Company Name is used to generate the Serial Number for
registration. Valid choices are 1,5 and 10.
No of Members
Choose maximum number of members that are input into system.
Valid choices are 20,100, 50 and unlimited.
Serial Number
Enter Registration code that is supplied by the Vendor. Print out the
registration form in the '
Help Menu'and fill in the details and fax it.
You should receive a Serial number within 24 hours if paying by
Credit card. Alternatively email to: info@amblinsoftware.com with
Company details (Name, Postal Address).
Successful Registration Once you have entered the serial number that you received, the
successful registration flag should change to ‘Y’ and you it will no
longer be just a demonstration version. You will be restricted to the
number of companies, users and members that you chose above.

Tax Number
Default Path
To Do List

Enter the Company Tax number here
If the default path is entered then the “Burn to CD” option is “N” for No. The
backup file is in the format yyyymmdd.zip and can be restored via the
“Utilities” menu.
Tick this if you want the “To Do List” to pop up when you start the application.

Member Master file
Most of the fields are self-explanatory and when in doubt you can press <F1> and invoke the
context sensitive help to see what that particular screen is about. To invoke help on a
particular field just <Right Click> and use the <Help?> on that field. The Demo system only
allows 5 members but once it is registered it allows as many members as the license you buy
eg, 100, 500, 500+ member license. You can find a member by Last Name or Post Code. An
Inactive member is shown in gray. Members without a membership type entry (ie blank) are
not shown. If you want to see all members click on the “Show All Members” check box and
you can change their membership type. Double clicking the highlighted record takes you into
the record for that member. You can add a new member by right clicking and choosing
<Insert> or just hitting the <Insert> key on your keyboard. The email feature is disabled for
members who do not have a valid email address or the “Use Email” checkbox is un-ticked.

To add a Member:
Press INSERT or right click and choose <Insert>.
To modify the highlighted Member record: Press ENTER or right click and choose
<Change>.
To delete the highlighted Member record: Press DELETE or right click and choose <Delete>.
In the update form (above right), enter the relevant information. If some of the options are not
available eg, a new membership type or department. Go and add it under the “Browse Menu”.
Click on

to insert a new phone record.

Click on

to change an existing record

Click on

to delete an existing record

Vendor Masterfile Setup
This window lets you view the vendors who provide products and services for your events.
From this window you can add or remove a vendor, or modify the information for a vendor.
You can navigate through the list using standard keys or through the toolbar. The panel on
the right displays additional information about the highlighted entry in the list.
To add a Vendor:

Press INSERT or

on the toolbar.

To modify the highlighted Vendor record:
Press ENTER or

on the toolbar.

To delete the highlighted Vendor record:
Press DELETE or

on the toolbar.

Add the phone contact details for the vendor by inserting (+), changing (
record.

) or deleting (-) a

Sponsor Masterfile Setup
This screen lets you enter information for your Event Sponsors.
Control

What it Does

Number
The Sponsor'
s ID number. This is automatically generated by the program.
Name
The Sponsor'
s Company name--this information is required.
Phones Lists the Sponsor'
s phone numbers.
(+)
Adds a new phone number (see Update Sponsor Phones).
( )
(-)
Address

Changes a phone number.
Deletes the highlighted phone number.
Enter up to two lines of address information. The first address line is required.

City

Enter the City--this information is required. You can set a default city with the
Preferences screen.
Type in the area abbreviation. If the code is invalid a list appears allowing you
to select from a list--this information is required. You can set a default area
with the Preferences screen.
Enter the postal code--this information is required. You can set a default
postal code with the Preferences screen.

Area
Post Code
Events Tab

This tab displays all the Events a Sponsored by this Company.

Contact
E-Mail

Enter a contact name at the sponsors company.
Enter an e-mail address for the above contact.

Browse Areas
Add Area codes, descriptions and postcodes that are relevant to your company.
Double click on an existing area record or press <Insert> to add a new area code. The
Area code is used to validate the area the member belongs to.
Area Code:
Put a meaningful code in here to reflect the name.
Area Name:
Full Name of Area
Post Code:
This is the Postal code for that area.
Area codes are used in the Member, Sponsor and Vendor master files.
This window displays a list of areas, highlight the area you want to use and press the Select
button (or DOUBLE-CLICK on the area).

Browse Departments
This is used to enter a department description which is used later in the Member master file.
Use the drop list in the Update member screen to choose a department. It is mandatory to
have a department. If it does not apply, create a department called ‘Not Applicable’ and
choose that option from the drop list.

Maintain Member Type
This is used to enter a category type for the member. It can also be used according to your
company’s particular needs. Remember this member type is carried over into the Membership
module ie, they are common.

Browse Status
Enter project and task statuses that you feel are relevant to your organisation.

Browse Staff Members
Enter staff that are associated with projects and tasks. They are assignees and have to be
loaded before use.

Browse Income / Expense Type
Enter the types that best describe the different expense and revenue categories. Eg, Security,
Tickets, Food, Music etc

Browse Venues
This screen is used to input the details of the venue that is going to be used for the event. In
the browse window there are 3 tabs; Name, No of Seats and Suburb. You can search for a
particular venue by name, number of seats or by the location. This helps if you are searching
for a venue by any of these criteria. In the example below if you type 210, it would locate the
Carlton Ritz which has the closest seating of 250.

Name:
Full Name of the venue
Street Address: Street, Suburb and city where venue is located, to be printed on invitations.
Postal Address: P O Box, Suburb and city for billing and correspondence.
Contact:
Personal contact of liason person at venue.
Phone:
Phone details of venue
Mobile:
Mobile phone details of contact person
Fax:
Fax number at venue
Total Seating: How many people can fit at venue.
Total Tables: How many tables are supplied at the venue, to plan for the seating.
Cost per head: If catering is done at venue, put approximate cost here. Put actual cost in line
items. Also need to add this venue as a vendor to do that.
Email:
Email of contact person at venue.
Note: The difference between venue and location is that locations are subsets of the venue.
For example the venue could be “Eden Park” and locations could be “ EP Ground 1” or “EP
Ground 2” etc

Browse Events
Clicking on the balloons icon brings up the browse Events windows and drilling down to the
update form brings up the window below. There are 3 tabs when updating an event; these are
1. The main screen with event, venue and notes,
2. The line items where you add the costs of the event itemized by vendor, and
3. The third tab where you add attendees and allocate tables for seating.
4. The fourth tab allows you to set the sports parameters and locations
5. The last tab organizes all external documents (pdf’s, word, excel, images)

Event:
Sponsor:
Date:
Max Tables:
Seats/Table:
Venue:
Room(s):
Booked by:
Booked on:
Date From:
Date To:
Time From:
Time To:

Add a good description of the event
Use the lookup to find a sponsor or add a new sponsor in the “Browse
Sponsor Menu”
Enter the date and time of the event
How many tables are going to be used at this event. This controls the number
of tabs shown in the “assign attendees to tables” function. The maximum
number of tables is 50.
This number can range from 1-20 therefore the maximum number that can be
handled is 1000 (50 tables x 20 people per table)
Choose a venue from the dropdown list or add a new venue in the “Browse
Venue” menu option.
Put a description of the room that will be used at the venue. This is important
if the venue is a large one with many conference areas.
Choose a member who is assigned to book the venue.
Once it is booked by the above member enter a date to confirm the booking.
From what date is the venue booked.
To what date is the venue booked. eg, If it is booked till 1am, it becomes the
next day.
The venue may be available from a certain time of day.
This is the time you are required to vacate the venue.

Completed:
Notes:

Tick this checkbox if the event has concluded. Completed events are colour
coded yellow.
Add any notes that pertains to this event eg, the pin number to set the alarm
once the premises are vacated.

Browse Events – Calendar View
The calendar view (date picker tab) is a handy way to get an idea of all the events you have
organised and even ones which are in the future. On the 12 month calendar view you can see
that the days are colour coded according to the “actual” costs of the occasion. When you drill
down on the date you get the monthly view. You may have more than one event on a
particular day and these would be colour coded as well. Double clicking on a given day entry
will allow you to modify details of the event. Alternatively you can add an event by pressing
the <Insert> button (+). Ensure that you enter the date correctly.

Note: Pressing the <Print> button on this view will print a calendar closely resembling what
you see onscreen. If you want to print details of the event, use one of the other views (tabs)
like description, date or number.

Browse Events – Expenses
The second tab (line items) browse shows by color coding, which items actually cost more
than the budgeted amount, and also which items were under billed to the sponsor ie, it
actually cost more than was charged out to the sponsor. Just remember in some cases this
company may be the sponsor, in which case the billed amount would be the same as the
actual amount. In other cases, the company would be the sponsor and be billed by the social
club who may want to make a profit, hence billing more than the actual amount.

Control

What it Does

Event
Item Type

Displays the Event Description.
Select the line item type from the drop down list or type in a type. If the type
has not been used before, you are asked if you want to add a new type.
Type in a quantity or use the spin buttons to change the number.
Type in a description for the line item. This description appears on all event
reports and in the Line Items list.
The Vendor who will provide the item. Type in the Vendor number or press
the button to look up the Vendor. If it’s a new vendor you may add it by right
clicking on the browse and choosing <Insert>.
By default the sponsor is the main sponsor specified on the main events page
however you can select another sponsor. When you are printing the sponsor
invoices it picks up the details from this entry.
The amount budgeted for the item. Type in an amount or use the spin buttons
to change it. Amount is tax inclusive.
The amount the item actually cost. Type in an amount or use the spin buttons
to change it. Amount is tax inclusive.
The amount billed for the item. Type in an amount or use the spin buttons to
change it. Amount is tax inclusive.
Notes or special instructions about the item.

Quantity
Description
Vendor
Sponsor
Budget Cost
Actual Cost
Billed Amount
Notes Tab

Browse Events – Income
Record all income with the aim of ultimately working out a profit and loss for this event.

Control

What it Does

Source
Item Type

“EXP” for an expense line and “INC” for an income line.
Choose an item describing the goods or service that you are billing the
customer for. Enter a generic type if its too general or not applicable.
Select the line item type from the drop down list or type in a type. If the type
has not been used before, you are asked if you want to add a new type.
Quantity
Type in a quantity or use the spin buttons to change the number.
Unit
Enter any measurement of the quantities.
Description
Type in a description for the line item. This description appears on all event
reports and in the Line Items list.
Customer
The Customer to be billed. Type in the Customer number or press the button
to look up the Customer. If it’s a new Customer you may add it by right
clicking on the browse and choosing <Insert>.
Actual Income The actual amount billed to the customer. Type in an amount or use the spin
buttons to change it. Amount is tax inclusive.
Budget Income The amount budgeted for the item. Type in an amount or use the spin buttons
to change it. Amount is tax inclusive.

Note:

In version 2.5 and above “Income” & “Expense” has been consolidated into a
single “Profit and Loss” <Tab>. The “Source” field determines whether it’s an
expense <EXP> or a revenue <INC> line.

Browse Profit & Loss – Tasks
There is an option to use another level of detail beneath the P&L lines known as tasks. The
costs and income associated with the underlying tasks add up to the total P&L line. At the
P&L level there is a project manager. At the task level there are assignees.

Control

What it Does

Source
Title
Assignee

“EXP” for an expense line and “INC” for an income line.
Enter a helpful description of the task being undertaken.
Choose a staff member assigned to the task. You may add a new staff
member through "Maintain/Browse Staff Members".
Enter a start date for this task. Project start date should be less than or equal
to earliest task date.
How many days to complete the task.
This task should be completed by what date? Project completion date should
greater than or equal to the last task completion date.
What is the current status of this task? You may add/modify status through
"Maintain/Browse Status".
Enter any quantities associated with this task.
Enter any units associated with the quantities.
Enter budget value for this task.
Enter the actual value for this task. Its a cost if an "EXP" and revenue if its
"INC".

Start Date
Duration
Completion
Status
Quantities
Unit
Budget
Actual

Browse Events – Allocate Attendees to Tables
The third <tab> is used to View the member list and add the members to the Attendee list by
double clicking or dragging and dropping. If the member already exists on the attendee list,
then you will be informed that you cannot add that member to the Attendee list again. You can
also remove attendees from the list by highlighting that attendee and clicking on the first icon
with the man and woman with an ‘X’ on the man. Clicking on the second icon brings up a
floating member toolbox from which you can choose a member to attend by double clicking or
dragging and dropping. Clicking on it again or clicking on the ‘x’ in the top right corner of the
floating toolbox will close it.

There is also a spin box and “Guest Multiplier” switch which allows you to multiply the
attendees. This is particularly useful when you need to cater for spouses and children of
members. All you have to do is highlight the member you want to multiply, change the counter
on the spin box to 1,2, or ?? then click on the “Guest Multiplier” button. By default the name of
the multiplied attendee is “Guest x – Attendee” where x is the number 1,2 etc. You can edit
the name of the attendee later when you have allocated that person to a table.

Clicking on the third icon (people sitting at a table) above, brings you to the “Assign Seating”
window where, unassigned attendees are allocated tables to be seated.

To assign a table to an attendee on the right, all you have to do make the table that is to
receive the attendee active by clicking on it, then double click on the attendee on the right or
highlight the attendee and press the (<) button in the center. You can do the opposite to un
assign an attendee from a table. Once assigned you can use the “Edit Guest Name” button to
change the name of the attendee eg, “Guest 1 – Jim Hudson” to “Mrs. Elma Hudson“. Once a
table is full ie, the number at the table is equal to the max number per table defined previously
the color of the <Tab> changes to red and it will not accept any more attendees.

Browse Events – Locations
The fourth <tab> is used to View, Add and maintain locations for an event.
The difference between venue and location is that locations are subsets of the venue. For
example the venue could be "Eden Park" and locations could be " EP Ground 1" or "EP
Ground 2" etc
Note: The results of the games played at the locations are recorded in the "Schedule" on the
main event page.

Control

What it Does

No of Rows

In the schedule, this is the number of rows or games. For example if you
choose 18 and the time interval is 1/2 hour, then the total time is 9 hours ie,
18 x 0.5 = 9 hours. Example if you are organising a seven'
s tournament.
Each game is 15 minutes long and over 6 hours this would be 24 rows at a
time interval of 90000 (15 mins). If you include the 5 minutes between games
then the number of rows would be 18 at a time interval of 120000 (20 mins).
In the schedule, this is the time between one game and the next.
Name of Location.
The contact name for person in charge of this location.
The phone number of the contact at this location.

Time Interval
Location
Contact
Phone

Browse Events – Documents
The fourth <tab> is used to View, Add and maintain external documents for an event.
This tab organizes all external documents (pdf'
s, word, excel, images)
You can add scanned documents into here to keep everything pertaining to this event in an
organised way for easy recall.

Control
Print

What it Does

Print or open the document with the correct application. For example a .xls
document will be opened in Excel, a .pdf will be opened in Acrobat, .doc in
Word, .jpg in Paint, .txt in Notepad etc.
Description
A short description of the saved document.
Document path Enter the path and name of document so that it be recorded. Please store all
archived items in the \Document folder. Alternatively use the file lookup to
navigate to where the document is stored.

Maintain SMTP eMail Defaults
This option is found under “Email” from the toolbar.
This is where you set up the parameters for sending out emails to attendees of events. An
example is shown below. If you are not sure of these settings, contact your network
administrator or your ISP should be able to help.

You can also check these settings in your email account setup. For MS Outlook Express this
can be found in Tools/Accounts/Mail/Properties.
The smtp setting is also found in your outlook setup. You may need your
network administrators help in finding this. Shown below is my smtp
setting in Outlook.

Maintain RTF Letters
This utility lets you create custom MS Word compatible letters to merge and send by either
email or print a hard copy.

You may choose merge fields to paste onto your custom letter. These fields are from the
‘Member’, ‘Company’, and ‘Events’ databases. At runtime the pasted fields are replaced by
the database equivalents.

Send eMail Letters
This option actually mail merges the tokens with live database fields and emails it off to the
intended recipient. The rules which apply for the email to be sent successfully are:
1. You must be connected to the internet (dial-up or broadband)
2. You must have a valid internet email account
3. The member in question (recipient) must have a valid email address and the email
flag must be enabled (ticked)
4. Last but not least the member (recipient) must be an attendee to the event.

Choose a letter in the left frame and then click on “Send eMail” to send to all the members
attending the event but satisfying the rules above.
You may have to send a test email first to yourself to check out the formatting.

Reports Menu

Print Event Invoice

Prints an invoice for a single event. A list appears allowing you to
select the event.

Print Event Summary Prints a summary report for a single event. A list appears allowing
you to select the event.
Print Event P & L

Prints a profit and loss report for a single event. A list appears
allowing you to select the event. Basically reports on the difference in
income received from sponsors and customers as against expenses
incurred with vendors.

Print Name Badges

Prints Name Badges for a single event. A list appears allowing you to
select the event.

Print Event Seating

Prints a seating list report for a single event. A list appears allowing
you to select the event.

Print Place Cards

Prints Place cards for a single event. A list appears allowing you to
select the event.

Print Letters/Invites

Prints pre-defined letters (“Browse Letters/Invites”) for a single event.
A list appears allowing you to select the event and pre-defined letter.

Print Vendor List

Prints a list of Vendors and phone numbers.

Print Vendor Labels

Prints a Mailing labels for all Vendors.

Print Sponsor List

Prints a list of Sponsors and phone numbers.

Print Sponsor Labels Prints a Mailing labels for all Sponsors .
Print Member List

Prints a list of Members and phone numbers.

Print Member Labels Prints a Mailing labels for all Members .
* All reports and labels are A4 size. Some reports have an option to export to MS Excel.
All reports can now be out put in 5 different formats as shown below. The report will preview
first and then you need to click on the <Print> button to output the report to your preferred
destination. The XML encoding is ISO-8859-1 and the format is “Tags”. If you require another
format email us at info@amblinsoftware.com

6.0

Import / Export Utilities

Tick file you want to export and date range to filter out the data. A .csv (comma separated
values) file will be created in the data directory for Excel compatibility. You must choose an
event range if you want meaningful data from “Attendees”, “Events” and “Line Items”. The
destination files are shown next to the options and can be opened in Excel or Notepad.

The member import facility requires the input file to be called ‘member.csv’ and must reside in
the company directory (\CO00000x). There is a sample file member.csv to have a look.
The import file member.csv MUST be in the format:
Fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

SocialSecurityNo (Numeric 9.0)
MemberNumber (String 20)
FirstName (String 20)
Middle Initial (String 1)
Last Name (String 20)
Full Name (String 40) * can leave blank
Type (String 35)
Address 1 (String 35)
Address 2 (String 35)
City (String 20)
Area (String 3)
Area Name (String 25)
Post Code (String 10)
Department (String 35)
Birthdate (String 10) * format dd/mm/yyyy
Marital Status (String 1) * M/D/S/W
Sex (String 10) * Male/Female
Ethnicity (String 20)
Date Joined (String 10) * format dd/mm/yyyy
Date Left (String 10) * format dd/mm/yy
Job Title (String 35).
Reports To).
Insurer.
Policy Number.
Insured Value.
Contact.

Example:
62-928-799
1001
Albert
R
Schweitzer
Albert R Schweitzer
Lifetime
14 Western Boulevard
Venice Beach
Miami
AKL
Orange County
90267
Administration
** mm/dd/yyyy if US
** optional,
S
** optional,
Male
** optional,
Caucasian
mm/dd/yyyy if US
Leave blank
Leave blank
Leave blank
Leave blank
Leave blank
Leave blank
Leave blank

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Phone (String 15).
Picture File (String 200).
Classification.
Email Flag (String 1).
Email Address (String 50).

+649 301-188
C:\Pictures\Hrm\vig.jpg
Leave blank
1 or 0
info@amblinsoftware.com

When importing the import file, member.csv should be comma-delimited and reside in the
\CO00000x directory where x is the company number.
The Vendor Import and Export work in a similar way. Export the vendor file out to vendor.csv
and view the file in Excel. If you need to import vendors, then create a similar file with the
same name (vendor.csv) and drop it in the company directory. Then use the “Import Vendors”
option under the “Utilities” menu to upload the vendors.

The import file vendor.csv MUST be in the format:
Fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Vendor No (Numeric 9.0)
Company Name (String 25)
Address 1 (String 40)
Address 2 (String 40)
City (String 25)
Area (String 3)
Post Code (String 10)
Contact (String 35)
Email (String 120)

Example:
1002
Amblin Software
43D Herd Road
Hillsborough
Auckland
AKL
90210
Robert Croft
senzakl@xtra.co.nz

7.0

Restore Data Files Utility

Be extremely careful with this option as all data files will be overwritten once completed.
Ensure that no other users are in the Share application. The default restore directory is the
one that is set up in “Overall System Control”. Click on the lookup ellipsis and choose the date
of the zip file that you would like to restore. Once chosen the “Ok” button will be enabled and
clicking on “Ok” will start the restore process on confirmation. Once restored you will need to
restart the Share application and continue with processing.

Duplicate Current Company Utility
This is useful if you want to archive your current data or you want to create a copy of the data
and then have new events attached to it rather then re-entering all the member data.

Import Events Utility
Have a look at the sample file (EventExp.xls). This is useful if you want to archive your current
data or you want to create a copy of the data and then have new events attached to it rather
then re-entering all the member data.

Member to Customer Utility
This utility is useful if you want to create a customer out of all the members. This is useful if
you want to send out invoices to members and to track their balances.

BILLING OPTION
The Billing Module is used to process a fully fledged Accounts Receivable system including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Customers
Items – Stock and Non-stock
Customer Quotes
Customer Invoicing
Customer Credit Notes
Customer Journals
Customer Receipting
Reports include: Aged Trial Balance, Statements, Transaction list, Product Sales
analysis, Customer purchase analysis.
You may add Customers, Customer groups, Products and Product groups on the
fly while processing invoices.
Billing supports custom tax processing.
Perform a period end to roll over and age transactions.

As always to invoke context sensitive help, just right-click on any field and press <Help?>, an
explanation is available instantly.

8.0

Technical Notes

Minimum hardware requirements for the Application to run well is a Pentium 75 with 32MB
RAM.
Since the application is 32-bit you need Windows XP and above.

